THE EVIL TOMATO!
It was a peaceful afternoon in City Square. The team was relaxing. Then Chief said, "What is that rumbling sound?" Chief sent Cat girl and Coco to go find out. 10 seconds later Cat girl and Coco ran back and said, "It's Evil Tomato!" Evil Tomato destroyed anything that was in his way! April said, "We must attack Evil Tomato it is the only way to save the town!" They gathered some gear like hard hats, suits, and some rope.
First, they tried to trip Evil Tomato but he walked right over the rope. Then they tried to trap him in nets but the nets were too small. He tore them apart.

Then Cat girl said, "We should try to fight him with this robot that I made. It is called the CaterFly." Why did you make it?" asked Chief and April. "Cause I thought we might need it some time later," said Cat girl. "I guess it did
"come in handy," said Chief. Then they noticed Evil Tomato had The Whip of Endless Flame! Even the clouds noticed! "I guess that is why he is so strong," said Chief and April at the same time. "I have a plan," said Coco. "I think we should steal the Whip of Endless Flame first." Cat girl agreed. Cat girl made the Caterfly very small so they could fly by Evil Tomato.
and grab the whip. So they landed on Evil Tomato. The walked for what felt like 11 hours. Then they finally reached his hand. The whip was small compared to Evil Tomato. It fit right in to Chief's hand! Then they heard something rumbling. It was Evil Tomato, he was shrinking! "Noooo!" said Evil Tomato. "I'm shrinking!" Evil Tomato looked like a regular
Tomato! "Awww man!" said. Not so evil Tomato. "We defeated him!" said everyone at the same time! We have saved the town! Evil Tomato you are going to jail. The End!

Or is it Dun Dun Dun!